Push down the red segments on the timer face corresponding to the operating time needed. One segment is equal to 15 minutes.

Turn the central clock face so that it is the current time, or rotate the outer disk clockwise so that the solid black arrow points to the current time.

To activate the timer function, ensure that the switch on the front face is indicating the timer symbol, in the centre.

For manual override, to switch on the heater, move the switch to the up position so that it indicates the ON symbol (I).

The LED indicator will illuminate to show that power is being supplied to the connected equipment.

Features:
- Ideal for immersion heaters, towel rails and lighting
- 24 hour control
- Manual override
- Two fixing points

Integrated clock face for easy time setting
LED power indicator
Red pins for timer control in 15 minute intervals
Cover screw
Knockouts for cable entry
Terminal Cover
Timer activation switch